Model Construction: Special Rt. Δ's

Base

1. Take 1 sheet of colored paper
   a) fold in half width-wise
   b) fold each side in 1.5 in.
   c) Open & fold the fold corners into the fold line.
   d) open paper to a 90° & tape or staple in corners to hold in place

2. Contrasting color & engineering paper
   Cut each piece as wide as the inside of the base you built (should be 5½ in wide x 11 in long)
   Together fold in half with engineering paper outside + Cut along the dotted lines
   (May not follow lines on back, That's OK)
Cut this and a piece of colored paper at the same time.

Cut off the 2 sides. Then fold in half.

Cut along the solid lines. DO NOT cut both ends.

Cut only one end. Glue into base.

Fold leaving the 4 strips dangling.

Pull the strips taught to form hypotenuse & cut to length & tape ends down.